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Towards a Closed-Loop Cochlear Implant System:
Application of Embedded Monitoring of Peripheral

and Central Neural Activity
Myles Mc Laughlin, Thomas Lu, Andrew Dimitrijevic, and Fan-Gang Zeng, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—Although the cochlear implant (CI) is widely con-
sidered the most successful neural prosthesis, it is essentially
an open-loop system that requires extensive initial fitting and
frequent tuning to maintain a high, but not necessarily optimal,
level of performance. Two developments in neuroscience and
neuroengineering now make it feasible to design a closed-loop CI.
One development is the recording and interpretation of evoked
potentials (EPs) from the peripheral to the central nervous system.
The other is the embedded hardware and software of a modern
CI that allows recording of EPs. We review EPs that are pertinent
to behavioral functions from simple signal detection and loudness
growth to speech discrimination and recognition. We also describe
signal processing algorithms used for electric artifact reduction
and cancellation, critical to the recording of electric EPs. We then
present a conceptual design for a closed-loop CI that utilizes in an
innovative way the embedded implant receiver and stimulators
to record short latency compound action potentials ms ,
auditory brainstem responses (1-10 ms) and mid-to-late cortical
potentials (20-300 ms). We compare EPs recorded using the CI
to EPs obtained using standard scalp electrodes recording tech-
niques. Future applications and capabilities are discussed in terms
of the development of a new generation of closed-loop CIs and
other neural prostheses.

Index Terms—Auditory evoked potentials, closed-loop system,
cochlear implants, electric stimulation, electrophysiology.

I. INTRODUCTION

A COCHLEAR IMPLANT (CI) partially restores hearing
in deaf individuals by electrically stimulating the auditory

nerve via an electrode array implanted in the cochlea. An ex-
ternal behind-the-ear (BTE) processor runs a speech processing
strategy which controls this electrical stimulation. A radio-fre-
quency (RF) link allows for two-way communication between
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TABLE I
OUTLINE OF THE KEY STEPS IN THE FITTING PROCEDURE

the internal receiver and the external BTE processor. Accu-
rate control of the electrical stimulation is critical in delivering
acoustic information to the auditory nerve which can then be
interpreted by the brain. In fact, the development of processing
strategies which could effectively deliver speech information to
the brain [1]–[3] was one of the key elements in the success
story of modern CIs.
The process of “fitting” or “mapping” the CI (see Table I for a

summary of the different steps) is carried out by an audiologist
and involves carefully selecting the correct speech processing
strategy and setting the electrical stimulation parameters for
each individual user. Properly fitting the CI is essential if
the recipient is to successfully understand speech. Currently,
most of the fitting steps are done in an open-loop system: The
audiologist stimulates a CI electrode, elicits a verbal response,
and accordingly adjusts a setting on the BTE processor (see
Fig. 1, primary open-loop route). There are a number of dis-
advantages associated with this open-loop method. First, it
is time consuming for both the audiologist and the CI user.
Fitting a CI can last anywhere from 10 min to a couple of
hours, and as the optimal settings for each individual user can
change during the first few months of use [4]–[6] the fitting
process is often repeated. Second, in an open-loop system there
is no effective way to determine each user’s optimal settings
for speech recognition. The stimulation current level that
just elicits an auditory percept (threshold or T level) and that
which is most comfortable (comfort or C level) are relatively
easy to determine behaviorally. However, when postlingually
deafened adults are first fitted with a CI they go through a
relearning period [7]–[10] where the brain learns to interpret
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Fig. 1. Potential loops in a closed-loop cochlear implant system. BTE pro-
cessor contains the settings and speech processing strategy used to control the
electrical stimulation. Proper control of these settings is a key element in the suc-
cess of the CI users understanding speech. These parameters are currently set by
the audiologist in an open-loop system based on behavioral response (primary
open-loop route) and evoked potential measures (secondary open-loop route).
Evoked potentials of the auditory brainstem of the auditory brainstem response
or auditory cortex can be measured using scalp electrodes or from the auditory
nerve by using the stimulating electrode or the CI as recording electrodes. Po-
tential routes for a closed-loop CI system are suggested.

the spectrally impoverished electrical stimulation delivered by
the speech processing strategy as meaningful auditory input.
This relearning period can last anywhere for a few weeks to a
year or more. Therefore, simply changing speech processing
strategies and then testing the CI user’s speech perception is
neither an effective nor efficient way of choosing the correct
stimulation parameters as the brain needs time to adjust to the
new input. The final disadvantage of an open-loop system is
that it requires verbal feedback from the CI user. As CI tech-
nology advances, it is quickly becoming the standard treatment
for children who are born with severe to profound hearing loss
in the developed world [11]. A number of studies report and
recommend implantation in very young children [12], [13]
but obtaining meaningful verbal responses in these children
is difficult and sometimes impossible. A closed-loop CI, with
access to neural responses at multiple levels along the auditory
pathway, could in theory perform these tasks automatically and
resolve many of these issues.
In fact, the development of the two-way communication

between the CI and BTE processor means that the electrodes
normally used to stimulate the cochlea can be used as recording
electrodes to obtain electric compound action potentials
(ECAP) from auditory nerve [14], the first stage in the auditory
neural pathway. Scalp electrodes can be used to monitor neural
activity further along the auditory pathway in the brainstem or
auditory cortex [15]. Therefore, the audiologist does have ac-
cess to a number of evoked potential (EP) measures of auditory
neural activity and, particularly in pediatric populations, these
measures are sometimes used to guide the fitting procedure
[16] (see Fig. 1, secondary open-loop routes).

Here, we present a new method for recording longer latency
EPs using only the CI. In addition to the intracochlear electrodes
used for stimulation, all modern CIs have extra-cochlear elec-
trodes which are used to return the current in monopolar stim-
ulation mode. We demonstrate that these extra-cochlear elec-
trodes can also be used to record the neural activity at higher
levels such as the brainstem and the auditory cortex. This new
technology has the potential to streamline the fitting process
by making objective measures of brainstem and cortex function
easily available to audiologists. It is also an important step to-
wards being able to design a closed-loop CI system. Conceptu-
ally a closed-loop CI system, with an extended ability tomonitor
neural activity at multiple stages along the auditory pathway and
dynamically adjust the electrical stimulation (see Fig. 1, poten-
tial closed-loop routes), could address many of the limitations
of the current open-loop system.
In the next sections, we review the theoretical and practical

methods of EP recording and discuss how they can be applied
using our new extra-cochlear electrode recording (EER) tech-
nique. Section II reviews the standard EP methods used in CI
subjects to assess neural activity at different levels in the audi-
tory pathway. In Section III we discuss the important issue of
artifact cancellation and reduction. In Section IV we give de-
tails of how our new EER technique is applied and how EER
measurements compare with scalp recorded potentials. Finally,
in Section V we discuss how the EER technique could be in-
tegrated into a closed-loop CI system and discuss how EER
technology could be used to monitor neural activity at multiple
levels in auditory pathway and used to dynamically adjust the
electrical stimulation.

II. EVOKED POTENTIALS IN THE ELECTRICALLY
STIMULATED AUDITORY PATHWAY

EP techniques are currently used to measure neural activity at
different stages in the electrically stimulated auditory pathway.
We discuss the clinical applications along with the strengths and
weaknesses of each technique, and also the differences in EP
between acoustic and electric stimulation wherever appropriate.

A. Auditory Nerve

In acoustic hearing the compound action potential (CAP)
represents the sum of auditory nerve activity to an acoustic
stimulus. A large portion of the auditory nerve is encased in
the dense temporal bone making it difficult to get good quality
noninvasive CAP measurements. In animal studies CAP mea-
surements are typically performed invasively by placing a ball
electrode on the exposed auditory nerve trunk or in the cochlea.
In people with a CI, intracochlear electrodes can be used to
obtain high quality ECAP measurements which are simply
not possible in non-implanted people. The main difficulty in
recording ECAPs is that the auditory nerve response occurs
within 1 ms of onset of electrical stimulation (earlier than for
acoustic stimulation) meaning that it overlaps in time with the
stimulus artifact. A number of techniques for separating the
artifact from ECAP response have been developed and are dis-
cussed in Section III. CI manufacturers have implemented and
automated these methods [17], making the recording of ECAPs
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in the clinic relatively straightforward with no additional con-
ventional EP equipment required. The commercialization of
these techniques mean that ECAPs are the most widely used
objective measure by audiologists working with CI patients.
ECAP responses can be used to help guide the choice of com-

fort and threshold level. The success of this approach has been
limited by intra- and inter-subject variability [18], [19]. How-
ever, combining ECAP measurements with a limited amount
of behavioral data can give a reasonable estimate of comfort
and threshold levels across all electrodes [20]. ECAPs are also
a useful research tool and can be used to assess the spread of
electrical excitation within the cochlea [21], [22], an issue lim-
iting the success of current CIs [23].
ECAPs from the auditory nerve represent the first encoding

stage in the neural auditory pathway. They do not require the
subject to be attentive and can be recorded when the listener
is sleeping or sedated. As they are not affected by muscle ac-
tivity they can also be recorded when the subject is moving.
The ECAP offers a direct assessment of frequency-specific in-
formation (cochlear place), which can be more difficult to assess
with scalp recording techniques, and have a relatively large am-
plitude . While cortical and brainstem responses
are known to differ greatly in both latency and morphology be-
tween adults and young children [24], [25], ECAPs are reported
to be relatively similar between these populations [26], making
them easier to interpret in young children or people with de-
velopmental disorders (both are patient groups which receive
CIs). All these properties make ECAPs a good candidate neural
response for estimating threshold and comfort loudness levels.
However, the lack of influence of high level neural processing
on ECAPs means that they may not be the ideal candidate for
predicting more complex outcomes like speech perception [27].

B. Auditory Brainstem

The next auditory encoding stages occur in the brainstem.
The auditory brainstem response (ABR) represents activity
from structures in the brainstem, including the auditory nerve,
cochlear nucleus, superior olivary complex and inferior col-
liculus. The maximal latency of the components of the acoustic
ABRs is restricted to around 10 ms but electric ABR (EABR)
latencies occur a few milliseconds earlier because electric
stimulation bypasses any acoustical mechanical delays present
in the middle and inner ear (e.g., the basilar membrane). Be-
cause the physiological latency of wave V in EABRs is longer
than the physiological latency of the ECAP response ( ms
versus ms), they are technically easier to separate from
the artifact. The EABR can be recorded by placing a scalp
electrode on the vertex or forehead and one on the mastoid
(although other configurations are possible) and amplifying the
potential difference between these two electrodes. A stimulus
is typically repeated 2000 to 4000 times, and the EABR is
calculated by averaging the recorded epochs.
Each peak in the averaged ABR is typically labeled with

Waves I through V, with each wave representing activity at a
different site in the brainstem. Wave V is the largest component
of the EABR and again, because of the lack of acoustic delay,
it occurs earlier in CI subjects than in normal hearing ( ms

versus 5.7 ms) [28], [29]. It can be used to help predict com-
fort threshold levels, and EABR thresholds have been shown to
be closer to behavioral thresholds than ECAP thresholds (see
Figs. 4 and 5 [20]).
EABRs represent more central processing than ECAPs and

as such can be used to study binaural integration. As more and
more people receive bilateral CIs, the question of how to opti-
mize bilateral electrical stimulation so that the brain can fully
integrate the information from both ears becomes increasingly
important. Development of an objective measure of bilateral in-
tegration is increasingly important as many children are now re-
ceiving bilateral CIs. In normal hearing people the binaural in-
teraction component (BIC) can be calculated by subtracting the
left monaural and right monaural ABRs from the binaural ABR
[30]. It was shown in implanted cats that when a bilateral pair of
electrodes stimulates the same frequency region the amplitude
of the BIC is largest [31]. It was hoped that this technique could
provide an objective measure of pitch matching and enhanced
binaural integration. However, initial results have been disap-
pointing [32], [33], possibly due to the small number of subjects
in the study, differences in the psychophysical and electrophys-
iological stimuli used or more central processing involved in
the psychophysical pitch matching task. Another confounding
factor may be the difficulty in calculating the BIC, which is a
difference measure and thus highly susceptible to noise. The
monaural wave V is a more stable measurement (both in ampli-
tude and latency) and may therefore prove to be a more useful
clinical metric. For example the amplitudes of a monaural wave
V, elicited separately from each ear but recorded using the same
electrode montage, may be one way to objectively loudness bal-
ance bilateral CIs. Note, that EABRs collected for a loudness
balancing procedure should not be collected using alternating
polarity stimuli (see Section III) as anodic or catholic leading
pulses with equal amplitudes will elicit different loudness per-
cepts [34], [35]. Wave V latencies, recorded in the same way,
could be used to objectively synchronize the timing of bilateral
CIs.

C. Cortex

It is reasonable to infer that examining CI function at higher
levels of auditory processing (i.e., cortex) may provide better re-
lationships with speech perception compared to subcortical re-
sponses. However, much less work has been devoted to studying
cortical potential in CI subjects. In general, early or “obligatory”
cortical potentials (less than 200 ms) represent initial cortical
processing and reflect stimulus attributes, while later latency po-
tentials reflect different degrees of processing of the stimulus
such as discrimination.
The middle latency response (MLR) is a series of peaks with

both positive and negative polarity occurring between 15 and
50 ms. The MLR likely represents the first cortical response
that can be recorded using scalp electrodes. Although the MLR
varies with stimulus intensity, the relationship with speech per-
ception performance has been poor [36], [37]. In subjects with
poor speech perception, larger degrees of ELMR variability
have been found [38]. Firszt et al. [39] found a significant rela-
tionship with speech perception using normalized EMLRs as a
function of threshold and dynamic range. Some disadvantages
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of the MLR is that it is prone to muscle artifacts (reviewed in
[40]) and variability in children (reviewed in [41]).
In contrast to the MLR, the P100 is a prominent positive com-

ponent peaking between 100 and 200 ms in children before the
N100 begins to develop near 10 years of age [42]. The P100 has
shown to be a useful tool in characterizing the developmental
changes associated with CI use. For example, Ponton et al. [43]
has shown that the latency of the response reflects the amount of
time the child has used the CI. When accounting for the “time
in sound,” children with CIs followed a normal pattern P100
maturity. However, late implanted children may not develop a
normal developmental trajectory which would suggest there is
a critical period for development [44].
The N100 is recorded as a negative deflection occurring close

to 100 ms. It is most often elicited by an onset of a stimulus
such as a tone or speech (for review see [45]). In adult CI-users,
when the N100 is present, it is often similar in morphology to
that observed in normal hearing adults although may be reduced
in amplitude [37], [46]. The N100 change response, a stimulus
that shares acoustic properties with speech, has been shown in
a number of studies to relate to speech perception in CI subjects
[47]–[49] and may provide an index which relates to speech
discrimination ability. However, an abnormal “N100” or “de-
privation negativity” has been reported only in subjects with
especially poor speech perception scores [50], [51]. Gordon et
al. [50] found that children who had speech perception perfor-
mance above 90% showed an age appropriate positivity (P1 of
the cortical evoked potential) whereas poor speech performance
was associated with a negativity resembling an early N100.
The mismatch negativity (MMN) is seen when subtracting

the evoked response to frequent stimuli (standard) from re-
sponses to infrequent stimuli (deviant). The derived negativity
is thought to be related to the subject’s ability to discriminate
or to detect a deviant stimulus among standard stimuli [52].
In the context of CI users, reports have used speech contrasts
[53]–[55], tones [53] and CI electrode pairs [56]–[58] as stimuli.
The general finding is that although MMN can be recorded in
both adult and child CI users, the relationship between MMN
and speech perception ability is varied. Kilney et al. [53] found
that MMN to tonal contrasts was related to speech perception
performance but MMN to speech contrasts was not. Singh et
al. [55] found that good CI performers had a higher probability
of having a MMN to speech stimuli than poor performers. No
significant correlations of MMN amplitude or latency existed
with speech perception, however, a significant relationship was
observed with MMN duration. Wable et al. [58] using electrode
pairs for standard and deviants found no relationships between
speech perception and MMN. In summary, the MMN likely has
some predictive ability of speech perception, but the inherent
variability of the response, even among normal hearing subjects
[59], limits its application.

III. ARTIFACT REDUCTION AND CANCELLATION

Two distinct types of artifact exist in CI EP recordings. One
results from the stimulation of the electrodes in the cochlea and
is referred to here as the stimulation artifact. It is visible as a
bipolar spike in the EP recordings which typically last from tens

to hundreds of microseconds but can be as long as few millisec-
onds in duration (exponential decay of the artifact and amplifier
recovery from saturation may extend it). The shape of stimula-
tion artifact is determined by the shape of the stimulation pulse
and it reverses when stimulus polarity is reversed. The second
artifact results from the RF communication link between the
BTE processor and the CI and may be caused by a capacitive
coupling between the RF link and the recording leads or elec-
trodes. We refer to this as the RF artifact, and it is often visible
as an elevated pedestal or dc component in the EP [60], [61]. It
does not reverse with stimulus polarity reversal. Artifact reduc-
tion techniques seek to minimize the size of the artifact before it
is recorded, while cancellation techniques seek to remove the ar-
tifact after it has been recorded. Both techniques are often used
in combination to record EPs in CI users.

A. Artifact Reduction Techniques

One of the simplest methods to reduce artifacts is to increase
the spatial distance between recording electrode and CI, for ex-
ample by placing the recording electrode on the mastoid con-
tralateral to the CI. The RF artifact can also be reduced by spa-
tially separating the recording leads from CI to minimize any
current which may be induced in the recording leads by the
CI. The recording leads should also be kept close together so
that any induced artifact will be the same in the reference and
recording lead and thus be rejected by the differential ampli-
fier (i.e., common mode rejection). Increasing the temporal sep-
aration between the stimulation pulse and recording epoch is
another straight forward and extremely effective method of re-
ducing the stimulus artifact. This can be achieved by using low
rate stimulation and recording in the gaps between the stim-
ulus pulses. However, this approach is not suitable for recording
short-latency auditory nerve responses. It also is not useful for
recording EPs on CI with the clinically relevant pulse rates of
1000 Hz or higher. Finally stimulus artifact reduction can be
achieved by careful design of the stimulus pulse. Tri-phasic
pulses can be employedwhere the final phase of the pulse should
cancel or reduce the exponential decay of the artifact [62].

B. Artifact Cancellation Techniques

1) Artifact Template Subtraction: Artifact template subtrac-
tion is an effective signal processing technique that can remove
stimulus artifact by subtracting a template containing artifact
only from the contaminated signal which contains both artifact
and neural response. In CIs and other neurotechnology applica-
tions such as deep brain stimulation [63], estimating the stim-
ulus artifact is difficult. One method is to assume the stimulus
artifact scales linearly with current level, record a stimulus ar-
tifact at a subthreshold current level and then linearly scale it
to the required level (note, that this assumption relates directly
to the current level, i.e., the output of the electrode, and not
to the acoustic input to the implant which may undergo com-
pression and other nonlinearities in the speech processing al-
gorithm). In practice the linearity assumption is confounded by
nonlinearities in tissue conductance and recording amplifier. If
an artifact-only template is not available, then a model about the
shape of the artifact can be made (e.g., exponential). By fitting
the contaminated response with the assumed artifact function, a
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template for subtraction can be obtained (see Fig. 3). The main
limitation of this technique is that the assumed artifact function
may not accurately describe the artifact. The forward masking
paradigm below describes a more sophisticated method for esti-
mating the artifact template that does not explicitly assume tem-
plate linearity nor function.
2) Forward Masking: The basic principal of the forward

masking technique [14], [64] is shown in Fig. 2 and works as
follows: The response to a probe stimulus alone is recorded,
which contains both the neural response and the stimulus ar-
tifact. Next the response to probe stimulus that was quickly pre-
ceded ms by a masker stimulus is recorded. This con-
tains only the stimulus artifact and no neural response as the
forward masker still subjects the auditory nerve to its absolute
refractory period. The artifact-only response is then subtracted
from the neural response plus stimulus artifact, leaving only the
neural response. The complex forward masking algorithm has
been implemented and automated by the major CI manufac-
turers, making it relatively easy to apply in practice. However,
it can still be a time consuming technique and needs to be care-
fully set to cleanly remove stimulus artifact.
3) Alternating Phase: Biphasic pulses (cathodic followed by

anodic) are typically used in CI stimulation. The stimulus pulse
can be reversed in polarity so that the anodic pulse comes first.
If we assume the stimulus artifact simply reverses in polarity
but the neural response will not, then summing the response to
two pulses of opposite phase should cancel the artifact and leave
twice the neural response. This technique will provide a large
reduction in stimulus artifact but it will normally not give com-
plete artifact cancellation ([61] and personal observations) due
to asymmetries in tissue conductance and the amplifier. While
not critical for artifact cancellation, it should be noted that the
neural response to pulses of different polarity is not exactly the
same and can result in different loudness percepts [35], [65].
4) Independent Component Analysis: Independent compo-

nent analysis (ICA) is a blind source separation technique that
uses higher order statistics to separate independent sources
from signals containing linear mixtures of those sources with
the condition that there must be more observation points than
sources [66], [67]. ICA has been used to separate the stimulus
and RF artifacts from ECEP recordings with multiple scalp
electrodes [60], [68], [69]. A limitation of this technique is
the need for multiple recording sites and therefore requires a
subjective evaluation of presumed artifact scalp topography.
ICA is therefore not suitable to the current implementation
of EP recordings using embedded cochlear implant hardware
described below.

IV. EXTRA-COCHLEAR ELECTRODE RECORDINGS

In spite of much research and promising results regarding
speech performance predictions, EP techniques measuring
neural responses in the brainstem and auditory cortex are
not widely used in the clinic. One reason for this lack of
clinical usage is that they require the use of an additional,
dedicated EP recording system which takes time to setup and
is not usually available in the clinic. This problem, together
with the potential applications for a closed-loop CI system,
prompted us to develop a technique to use the extra-cochlear

electrodes as recording electrodes for longer latency neural
responses without the need for a separate EP recording system.
In this section we describe the EER technique and compare
EER responses with those obtained using scalp electrodes at
different levels in the auditory pathway in three postlingually
deaf CI subjects using the Nucleus 24 (Cochlear Corporation,
Australia). Two subjects were female, aged 74 and 69 years
and one male aged 77. All subjects were considered good users
(e.g., can use a telephone).

A. Methods

1) Scalp Electrode Recordings and Stimuli: A custom built
recording, artifact cancellation and analysis system was used
to measure EABRs, EAMLRs, and CEPs. Two recording elec-
trodes were placed on each mastoid, a reference electrode on
the forehead and a ground on the nape of the neck. All record-
ings were amplified and digitized using the Medusa system
from Tucker-Davis Technologies (Alachua, FL) consisting of
a preamp and A/D converter (RA4PA, 48 dB gain, 25 kHz
sampling frequency, 2.2 Hz–7.5 kHz 3 dB frequency response),
connected via a fiber optic link to the base station (RA16
BA). During a recording session, signals were visualized and
averaged online and stored on disk for further offline analysis.
All the analysis was performed in Matlab (Mathworks, Natick,
MA), and all filters were Butterworth 2nd order zero-phase fil-
ters. Time epochs and filter settings were: 0–10 ms bandpassed
at 100–2000 Hz for EABRs, 0–50 ms bandpassed at 50–400 Hz
for EAMLR and 0–500 ms bandpassed at 3–35 Hz at for CEPs.
All stimuli were delivered using the Custom Sound EP soft-

ware and cochlear programming pod (Cochlear Corporation,
Australia). This system sends a trigger pulse with each stimulus
which was used to trigger our EP recording system. All stimuli
were biphasic ( per phase, interphase gap) pulses
delivered in a monopolar mode via an intra-cochlear electrode
(16) and returned through MP1, the extra-cochlear electrode
embedded in the temporalis muscle. For EABRs and EAMLRs
a single pulse was repeated at a rate of 4.7 Hz while for CEPs
two stimulus settings were used: 1 pulse repeated at a rate of
1.1 Hz or a 500 ms burst at 900 pulses/s repeated at a rate of
0.5 Hz. EABRs and EAMLRs responses represent the average
of 4000 repetitions of pulses with alternating polarity (2000 per
polarity), while CEP responses are 300 pulses with the same
polarity. All scalp recorded potentials (EABRs, EAMLRs, and
CEPs) were inverted before plotting, as is the convention for
ABRs.
2) Intra-cochlear Electrode Recordings and Stimuli: To

record ECAP responses from the auditory nerve, we used
the standard Custom Sound EP implementation of forward
masking paradigm described in [14]. The active electrode for
the masker and probe was intra-cochlear electrode 16 and the
return electrode was MP1. The active recording electrode was
18 and indifferent (or reference) electrode was MP2, the second
extra-cochlear electrode located on the implant RF receiver.
For ECAPs the 1 probe pulse ( per phase, interphase
gap) was repeated at a rate of 80 Hz.
3) Extra-cochlear Electrode Recordings and Stimuli: For the

EERs of longer latency neural responses we adapted the Custom
Sound EP implementation of the forward masking paradigm.
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Fig. 2. Forward masking paradigm used to obtain electronic compound action
potential (ECAP) responses. In the forward masking paradigm, buffer A con-
tains the response to the probe alone. This includes neural response, stimulus
artifact, and amplifier switch-on artifact. The masker puts the nerve in a refrac-
tory state, thus buffer B only contains artifact and no neural response. Buffer
C contains artifact from the masker and, importantly for our application, any
remaining neural response to the masker stimulus. Buffer D contains only am-
plifier switch on artifact. The ECAP response is typically calculated as follows:
A-(B-(C-D)). To obtain the extra-cochlear electrode recordings (EER) we set
the probe pulse amplitude to zero and varied the masker probe delay to the de-
sired latency we wanted to sample. We then subtracted buffer D from buffer C
to obtain the EER.

The active (or recording) electrode for the masker and probe
was still electrode 16 and the return electrode was MP1. How-
ever, the active recording electrode was now the extra-cochlear
electrode MP2 and the indifferent (or reference) electrode was
the intra-cochlear electrode 1. Restrictions in the softwaremeant
that we were limited to only sampling a recording window of
1.6 ms in duration. The software also gives control over two de-
lays: the delay between the probe and recording window and the
delay between the masker and the probe (see Fig. 2). However,
restrictions in the software meant that we could only adjust the
delay between the masker and the probe (not the probe and the
recording window) to latencies long enough to record EABRs
and CEPs (see Fig. 2). Therefore, we set the probe level to 0 and
the masker to the desired stimulation level. Then, keeping the
delay between the probe and recording window fixed at ,
we adjusted the delay between the masker and probe to the de-
sired latency (between 1 and 300ms) minus . The recorded
data could then be exported and analyzed in Matlab. For the

Fig. 3. Cortical extra-cochlear recording artifact cancellation. (a) The extra-
cochlear recorded (EER) cortical potential (thin line) contained a large artifact
which was well fit by an exponential decay function (thick line). (b) Subtracting
the fitted exponential function revealed the neural response (thin line) which was
further smoothed using a 3 point running average (thick line).

EER recordings we always used the data from buffer C in the
forward masking paradigm and subtracted the amplifier switch
on artifact contained in buffer D (see Fig. 2). To capture the com-
plete EABRwe sampled a number of overlapping timewindows
between 1 and 8 ms by sequentially shifting the 1.6 ms and then
patching these responses together. Specifically, we set the delay
to 1 ms and then collected N trials at that delay. We then set the
delay to 2 ms and collected trials at that delay and continued
this procedure until we had sampled the entire 8 ms section.
The EER was then calculated by taking the vector average of
all these responses. To capture a CEP using the EER technique
we sequentially moved the 1.6 ms sampling window in 10 ms
steps from 10 to 300 ms, collecting all trials at one delay be-
fore moving to the next. The EER was then calculated as the av-
erage response within the entire 1.6 ms sample window at each
delay, thus giving one point per delay. We tried to match the
stimuli used to collect the EER responses as closely as possible
to those used to collect the scalp electrode responses. The stim-
ulating electrode, return electrode, stimulation level and pulse
width used to collect the EER EPs were exactly the same as
those used to collect the scalp-electrode EPs. Since the Custom
Sound EP software was not designed to record these types of re-
sponses, recording parameters had to be manually adjusted each
time, meaning that data collection could take a long time. To re-
duce data collection time for the EER EABR we only used 1000
repetitions and for the EER ECEP we used 50 repetitions. For
the EER EABR we still used a repetition rate of 4.7 Hz and for
the 1 pulse EER ECEP we also used at repetition rate of 1.1 Hz.
However for pulse burst EER CEPs we used slightly faster rep-
etition rate and shorter pulse burst: 222 ms (instead of 500 ms)
burst at 900 pulses/s repeated at a rate of 0.7 Hz (instead of 0.5
Hz). The EER EABRs were inverted before plotting to match
the convention of the scalp recorded EABRs but the EER CEPs
were not inverted.
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Fig. 4. Neural responses to closely matched stimuli at different levels along the auditory pathway. (a) ECAP responses for stimulation levels from 170 to 200
CU, in 5 CU steps. Dots indicate the minima (N1) and maxima (P1) used to calculate the amplitude growth functions in Fig. 5(a). (b) EABR responses to a
similar stimulus at the same current levels. Dots indicate wave V peak. The thin lines show scalp recorded potentials and the thick lines show the corresponding
extra-cochlear electrode recorded potentials, only present on the 200, 185 and 175 CU responses. (c) EAMLR responses to a similar stimulus at the same current
levels.

4) Artifact Cancellation and Reduction: To reduce the arti-
fact in the scalp electrode recordings we recorded from the mas-
toid contralateral to the CI and used stimuli with temporal gaps
during the desired neural responses period. For the EABR and
EAMLR recordings we used pulses with alternating polarity.
This reduced the artifact but did not completely remove it. This
remaining artifact consisted of two parts: a spike artifact lasting
from around 0–1.5 ms and a slower exponential decay artifact
lasting from around 0–5 ms. We are not sure what caused the
exponential decay artifact but it may be caused by the filters in
our acquisition system. We used a two stage procedure to re-
move both artifacts. 1) We used linear interpolation over a 2 ms
period surrounding each pulse to remove the stimulus spike ar-
tifact. 2) We fitted a subthreshold recording, which contained
only artifact, with an exponential function to remove the expo-
nential decay artifact. We then linearly scaled this exponential
function to fit each recording and subtracted this scaled expo-
nential from the recording to leave the neural responses.
For the CEP recordings we did not use alternating polarity

pulses as subjects reported differences in loudness to pulse
bursts with different polarity. This effect would be predicted
based the results of previous studies investigating the effect of
anodic verses cathodic first pulses [34], [35]. To remove the
stimulus artifact from the baseline we simply linearly interpo-
lated a 3 ms window around each stimulus artifact. A slowly
decaying exponential artifact was also present in both the scalp
electrode and EER CEPs [see Fig. 3(a)]. To obtain an artifact
template we fitted the recordings with an exponential function

and then subtracted this template to leave the neural response
[see Fig. 3(b)]. The EER CEPs were then smoothed using a 3
point running average.

B. Results

1) Amplitude Growth Functions: We examined how the au-
ditory system responded to electrical stimuli at different ampli-
tudes. Fig. 4 traces the neural response in one CI subject to elec-
trical stimulation on the same electrode, with closely matched
stimuli, as a function of stimulation levels (170 to 200 clinical
units, CU all the way through the auditory pathway from the
auditory nerve (ECAP) to the brainstem (EABR) and the cortex
(EMLR). In the Nucleus device, CU is related to current (I) by
the equation A. Generally and as ex-
pected, neural response amplitudes increased with stimulation
levels.
Fig. 4(a) shows the ECAP responses recorded from subject

1 using the standard forward masking paradigm implemented
in Custom Sound EP software. N1s and P1s (as identified by
Custom Sound) for each response are marked with dots. The
amplitude of N1-P1 is clearly related to the stimulation level.
The maximal N1-P1 response occurs at 200 CU and has disap-
peared at 170 CU.
The scalp EABR responses [thin lines, Fig. 4(b)] using the

same stimulating electrode in the same subject are also depen-
dent on stimulation levels. The amplitude of wave V (at ms)
increases linearly with increasing stimulation levels. EABR re-
sponses obtained using the EER technique [thick line, Fig. 4(b)]
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for three different levels also change similarly with stimulation
level. As the Custom Sound EP software was not optimized to
record these types of responses, the EER EABR at 200 CU from
1 to 8 ms [longer thick line at 200 CU, Fig. 4(b)] took over
2 h to collect. Therefore, we restricted the time epoch, limited
the number of repetitions to 1000 and only collected data at the
wave V peak at 185 and 170 CU stimulation levels [short thick
line at 185 and 170 CU, Fig. 4(b)]. The rationale here was that
we already knew the general shape of the EER EABR at 200
CU and could now track the magnitude greater than the scalp
electrode EABR [see vertical scale,Fig. 4(b)], probably because
of reduced impedance due to the extra-cochlear electrode’s im-
planted location and its closer proximity to the neural gener-
ator. The section of the EER EABR waveform preceding wave
V appears to be elevated when compared to the scalp recorded
EABR. This is probably partly due to the stimulation and RF
artifacts which we have not attempted to remove from the EER
EABR. Since the return electrode is very close to the auditory
nerve, we may expect to see a larger wave II which would con-
tribute to the elevated levels preceding wave V.
Fig. 4(c) shows the scalp-recorded EAMLR recordings in

the same subject with the same stimulation parameters as in
Fig. 4(a). Here too, the EAMLR shows a strong dependence on
stimulation level. Although we did not collect EER EAMLR re-
sponses in this subject due to time constraints, in theory it would
be possible to capture these responses by moving the sample
window to longer latencies. The dots on Fig. 4(c) mark the Na
peak (negativity occurring around 20 ms) of the EAMLR.
The amplitudes of ECAP, EABR, and EMLR responses

were quantified and plotted as a function of stimulation level
[Fig. 5(a)–(c)]. The plots demonstrate a nearly linear relation-
ship between the amplitude of the measured neural responses
and stimulation levels (in current units). Fig. 5(b) clearly shows
that the EABR also decreases linearly with decreasing stimu-
lation levels for both scalp and EER methods. The agreement
between the methods gives some reassurance the short sample
windows used at 185 and 170 CU (short thick lines, Fig. 4(b)
are a valid way to track EER EABR amplitude in a time effi-
cient manner, without having to sample the entire waveform.
To provide behavioral assessment for the stimulation levels

used, the subject was asked to rate the loudness of the stimuli
on a scale of 0–10 (0 no sound, 1 barely audible, 6 most
comfortable, and 10 extremely loud). Fig. 5(d) shows that the
perceived loudness increased with stimulation level. Note that
the behavioral response was also linear but the thresholds were
lower than the ECAP threshold, as the subject could hear stimuli
that produced no observable responses in the ECAP.
Fig. 6 shows the EABR responses from subject 2 recorded

using scalp electrodes (thin line) and the EER technique (thick
line). For this subject there is also a reasonable match between
the timing of wave V from the scalp electrode recording and that
obtained using the EER technique.
2) Long Latency Cortical Evoked Potentials: Here, we show

that it is also possible to record long latency cortical evoked po-
tentials using just the CI and without any dedicated EP equip-
ment.We collected CEPwaveforms in three subjects using scalp
electrodes (thin lines, Fig. 7). The waveforms were noisy but a
clear N100 component was visible in all four recording (panels

Fig. 5. Amplitude growth functions. (a), (b), and (c) show amplitude growth
function calculated from the corresponding waveforms shown in Fig. 4. Note the
similar linear growth at the different levels along the auditory neural pathway
and the fact that the extra-cochlear recorded amplitude growth function [thick
line on (c)] matches that of the corresponding scalp recorded growth function
(thin line). (d) Behavior loudness growth function measured on the same elec-
trode at two repetition rates, 80 Hz as used for the ECAP and 4.7 Hz as used
for the EABR and EAMLR. There is very little difference between the loudness
growth functions at these two rates. Loudness is rated on a scale of 1 to 10 with
0 being silent and 10 too loud.

Fig. 6. Comparison between scalp recorded and extra-cochlear recorded audi-
tory brainstem response. The EER response has also been scaled to match the
scalp amplitude. The EER amplitude is indicated by the thick scale bar the y
axis shows scalp electrode amplitude. Note the similar timing of wave V.

a-d). We did not attempt to correct these recordings for eye
movement artifact by placing an electrode near the eye, but
simply asked the subject to close their eyes during the record-
ings but remain alert. This means that the recordings were likely
contaminated with eye movement or muscle artifacts and in-
creased alpha-wave activity due to eye closure. How-
ever, this also made the scalp-recorded CEPs more comparable
to the EER CEP data as it would be difficult to correct for eye
movements using the EER technique. We collected EER CEP
data using the same stimulus (thick lines on each panel): panel
A uses 1 pulse repeated every 1.1 Hz, panels b, c, and d use a
500 ms 450 pulse burst repeated every 0.5 Hz. The EER CEP
waveforms are also noisy but there is a clear N100 component
which aligns reasonably in time with the scalp electrode N100.
The amplitudes of the EER CEP waveforms are about an order
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Fig. 7. Comparison between scalp recorded and extra-cochlear recorded long
latency cortical potentials. On all panels the thin line show the ECEP recorded
using scalp electrodes and the thick line shows that using the extra-cochlear
electrode recording (EER) technique. For ease of comparison the polarity of
the scalp recorded potential has been inverted to match that of the EER tech-
nique. The EER responses have also been scaled to match the scalp amplitudes.
The EER amplitudes are indicated by the thick scale bar on each panel while
the y-axis shows the scalp electrode amplitude. Note the similar timing of the
large negativity around 100 ms. Panel (a) shows responses recorded to a 1 pulse
stimulus while (b), (c), and (d) show responses recorded to a pulse burst of 450
pulses at 900 pulses/s.

of magnitude greater than scalp electrode CEPs (note the dif-
ferent scale bars). The polarity of the EER N100 is opposite to
that of the scalp recorded N100 (on Fig. 7, for ease of com-
parison, the scalp recorded waveform has been inverted but the
EER waveform has not).

V. DISCUSSION

We have demonstrated that by using the extra-cochlear
electrode in a CI as a recording electrode it is possible to record
longer latency neural responses and that the timings of these
responses are in general agreement with auditory brainstem
and auditory cortex responses recorded with scalp electrodes.
However, a thorough understanding of the origin of the EER
potentials is necessary, as discussed below. In the past, these
higher level responses were only accessible using a dedicated
EP system. Now, by using the EER technique, they can be
measured using only the CI. This is the first report on using
the extra-cochlear electrode in a commercially available CI to
record both peripheral and central neural activities. We believe
that the EER technique represents a completely new applica-
tion for cochlear implants and has an enormous potential for
improving implant fitting and performance.

A. Neural Generators

Although more work is required to verify the neural origins
of the EER responses, the response latencies and waveform
morphology suggest that an N100 and EABR can be recorded
using electrodes in the CI. The scalp recorded N100 response
is made up of multiple generators, but two predominant wave-
forms are usually seen. First, a vertically orientated dipole
arising from auditory cortex that can be seen as negativity near
100 ms recorded at the vertex that is optimally recorded using
vertically orientated electrodes. Second, a radially orientated
dipole that is observed over temporal electrode recording sites
that is optimally recorded using laterally orientated electrodes
[70]. The EER electrode “montage” is sensitive to both vertical
and radial sources, however, given that RF receiver (and thus
the return electrode) in the CI is located above and
slightly lateral to the CI intra-cochlear electrodes,
the electrode configuration “axis” will be more sensitive to
vertical dipoles. This may explain the difference in polarities
of the N100s (on Fig. 7 the scalp recorded waveform has been
inverted but the EER waveform has not). Therefore, the EER
N100 (Figs. 3 and 7 likely represent a CI-recorded N100. The
EER EABR showed large amplitude waves I and II compared
to wave V, a pattern not typically seen with scalp recorded
ABRs. Because the generators of wave I and II are likely
auditory nerve, the extreme closeness, and reduced impedance
of the intra-cochlear electrode likely contribute to their large
amplitude.

B. Applications for the EER Technique

Advances in CI technology and performance have steadily
relaxed the criteria for implantation over the years. As a result,
the number of people receiving CIs has been steadily increasing
across both the developed and developing countries, reaching
200 000 with about half of them being children. How to fit a CI
efficiently and optimally has become an urgent and important
need. In Section I we reviewed how the ECAP technique is reg-
ularly used by audiologists to determine threshold and comfort
levels. One reason for the preference of the ECAPs over other
EPs is that the ECAPS can be recorded using only the CI without
the need for a dedicated and often expensive EP measurement
system. The other reason is that even when such a system is
available, it is a time consuming process for the audiologist due
to subject preparation time and cooperation. The development
of the EER technique means that this may no longer be an issue,
although further work (see Section V-C) is still necessary to re-
duce the EER response collection time.With dedicated software
EABRs, EAMLRs, and CEPs could be made easily accessible to
the audiologist using only the CI as a measurement device. The
EER technique could be a vital step towards bringing metrics
which access higher level neural responses into general clinical
practice; it would not only save time for the audiologist but more
importantly may improve the CI fitting and performance.
One factor which may limit the use of CEPs in CI clinical

practice is that different subject populations (e.g., prelingually
deafened children versus postlingually deafened adults) can
have markedly different CEP morphologies and latencies. For
example, the N100 is not fully developed until around age
13 in normal hearing children. We will need to gain a fuller
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understanding of the effects of age, developmental state, and
electrical stimulation on CEPs before they can be used as
a reliable clinical metric in a closed-loop CI system across
the different subject populations. In Fig. 1, we proposed a
number of theoretical routes along which a closed-loop CI
could operate. Auditory nerve response metrics were already
accessible via the CI. However, responses from the brainstem
and cortex were not. Here, we have demonstrated that it is
technically feasible to record responses from the brainstem
and cortex with innovative use of the existing commercial CI,
although some design changes could improve the applicability
of the technique as discussed below. To design a completely
closed-loop CI system it would be necessary to record and ana-
lyze EP responses automatically. Recently, an important study
[17] has shown that automated collection and analysis of ECAP
responses is feasible, reliable and repeatable. We envisage a
closed-loop CI which can automatically accesses and analyze
neural responses from multiple levels in the auditory neural
pathway. First, the ECAP and EABR responses [20], [64] could
be used in a closed-loop CI to automatically set the comfort and
threshold levels, eliminating a tedious job for the audiologist
[17]. However, further work is still needed to find a completely
automated and method of estimating behavioral thresholds
from ECAP and EABR responses. Second, longer latency re-
sponses can be used to measure suprathreshold discrimination
and recognition tasks, which are not available or used in present
clinical settings. For example, the MMNmeasure could be used
to eliminate redundant electrodes that potentially decrease the
implant performance [71], [72]. The cortical responses could
be used to dynamically adjust the speech processing strategy
by tracking corresponding resulting changes in responses. The
ability to track these responses at regular intervals over a long
period of time would be a particularly useful application for a
closed-loop CI, given the long language learning (prelingually
implanted) or relearning (postlingually implanted) period
which most CI users go through. As a result, the EER technique
can be used as a powerful built-in research tool to study brain
maturity and plasticity.

C. Future Design Considerations

Although we have successfully used a standard modern CI to
record these EPs, we propose a number of design modifications,
both hardware and software related, for improving the closed-
loop CI performance. It currently takes a number of hours to
collect EER EABR or EER ECEP responses. One of the rea-
sons for the long collection time is that the current software
and hardware were not designed to collect longer latency re-
sponses. Currently, we have to manually adjust the delay of
the sampling window for each data point of the EER CEP re-
sponse or each 1.6 ms segment of the EER EABR response.
We then collect all N repetitions at that delay, then manually
adjust the delay for the next data point and repeat the process.
The data must then be manually exported and reconstructed in
Matlab, yielding the final response. Specific changes to the soft-
ware could easily automate all these steps and thus speed up the
data collection process. Changes to the hardware could further
reduced data collection time by 1) increasing the buffer size to
allow longer time segments of data to be collected at one delay

and 2) use lower sampling rates so longer time segments of data
could be collected in the same buffer size. In general, better
control over the amplifier, A/D converter and evoked potential
recording protocols would increase the flexibility of the system
and enhance our ability to sample evoked potentials from var-
ious stages of the nervous system.
Further design modifications to the CI could include a

third extra-cochlear electrode, dedicated to monitoring neural
responses, placed at some distance from the intra-cochlear
electrodes and other two extra-cochlear electrodes. An orthog-
onal placement of this third extra-cochlear electrode to the
existing ones may facilitate the measurement of larger neural
response and smaller artifacts. Finally, software on the BTE
processor could be used to track neural responses over time
and onboard wireless technology could send and log this data
on a personal wireless device such as a smart phone, where it
could be remotely accessible by the audiologist. These design
changes and considerations can and should be implemented
in not only next-generation cochlear implants but also other
neural prostheses and stimulators such as retinal implants and
deep brain stimulation devices.
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